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About This Game

The game of bocce (known also as bowls or bocce ball) is an ancient sport that requires skill, strategy and a little bit of luck.
Bocce Revolution allows you to experience the thrill of a great game of bocce by challenging your friends or the computer.

The game is played on a genuine court, belonging to an authentic bocce Club guaranteeing that the emotions of the athletes and
audience will be intensified!

Demonstrate your skills and talent by proving you are the master! You are in full control of your strategy and decisions required
to defeat your opponent.

Bocce Revolution has been created and realized with professional assistance, consultation and design by legendary Italian bocce
Club.

- SELECT YOUR COMPETITION
You have a choice of single-player and multiplayer tournaments. Can you win all challenges and become the ultimate

champion?

- THE REALITY
Your opponent will be determined and possess the skill of an expert bowler. His steady and accurate shots can put you into

serious difficulty.

- CHOOSE THE TECHNIQUE OF PLAY
Perform the approach; throw the ball abovehand, underhand or into the air. Analyze the position of the bowls in the field

continuously during the game and determine your strategy.
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- MULTIPLAYER
Play against your friends in exciting 1vs1 matches

- THE GAME PHYSICS
The Maximum realism of the game is thanks to the latest technology of PhysX by NVIDIA.

- RULES FOR BEGINNERS AND EXPERTS
Choose to play with Raffa of simplified regulations which is suitable for amateur players.

- SPORTS COMMENTARY
The emotions of the match will be described, by the voice and opinion of a commentator, for unparalleled realism.

- MULTILANGUAGE
Bocce Revolution is available in: English, Spanish, French, Italian, Brazilian Portuguese, Russian, and Simplified Chinese.

Copyright © 2015 by Dysotek and ASD Bocciofila Sambucheto. All rights reserved. Dysotek(R) is a registered trademark of
Dysotek. Bocce Revolution(R) is a registered trademark of ASD Bocciofila Sambucheto. NVIDIA(R) and PhysX(R) are registered

trademarks of NVIDIA Corporation and are used under license.
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My brother and I found this game as notoriously hard as children- whether this game actually is hard or we both were slowly
fnding out we were not platform gamers.
My problem with this emulation is the lack of ability to use old cheat codes, as well as a lack of effort to be better. Do you have
any clue how much I would have killed for a save feature? This game came out in 90s and they've had THIRTY YEARS to
improve this game. Nostalgia or not. I also point this out because I still feel that the time it takes to register a control is slower
than it could be. So, there's a number of unnecessary deaths based on a control not registering in time or lack of landing in just
the right spot.

The things is, I still like this game. You can buy it, if you want to, but I don't think you'll be untimately happy with it.. This game
is not worth the time or effort to play, after 10 minuets of doing the same thing you just get bored. Okay it's a good idea for a
game but progression is too slow, I got to the second location in these 10 minuets and it's almost impossible to actually make the
money because the tools don't allow you to do fine stuff that you need to, to actually make the money for a good cut.

Another thing to note is with more time and love this game could of been something great but instead they made this mess of a
game.

3/10. Simple idea turns into great mechanics.. a different platformer with great soundtrack.. 5/7- IGN
"Amazing"
. IT S GOOD
. Fun but ship combat is bad until you get tracing guns that auto target for you, until this point, you are dead weight on your
team.. Not worth of your time.. 

 Follow my  curator page  for more indie game recommendations that you might have overlooked! Every review has a 
video  with highlights and initial game play. 

Beat Hazard 2 is an intense music arcade shoot em up. I remember playing the first Beat Hazard on my the original Xbox for
hours on end. Loading my songs to the xbox to play along. Beat Hazard 2 offers many improvements from the original music
space shooter.

Each song in Beat Hazard 2 will create a new procedural level of enemies, bosses and asteroids. Your own weapon also powers
up when the music hits a beat. Each track is completely different and the added procedurally generated boss fights in Beat
Hazard 2 make this game even better than the original.

Beat Hazard 2 comes loaded with 12 base tracks that you play from the start. You can also use locally downloaded music or any
music player like youtube, spotify or amazon music. Being able to use your own music is what really makes Beat Hazard shine.
Game play is quite fun and can get crazy at times, I would recommend turning up the difficulty as soon as your are comfortable
with the current level. The game controls well, the movement is just the right level of speed and control.

The procedurally generated enemies and bosses make the game feel somewhat different each time. While everything can be
different, there are only a certain amount of combinations you can really get for each track with types of ships and what
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weapons it has equipped. The developer has been actively adding more content to the game, so it’s going to keep getting better
as far as variety goes.

There are quite a bit of perks to unlock as you progress which will let you increase your weapons, multipliers and score even
more. That combined with the online in game leaderboards, makes you wanting to keep pushing, keep playing, take more
chances to get that high score. It’s a cool system with quite a few perks that will award the daredevils and survivors.

Overall, Beat Hazard 2 is a high energy space shoot em up that will keep you entertained for hours. It’s bigger, better and
brighter than the first Beat Hazard and a worthy successor. The new features, perks and added enemies add more to this game
along with compatibility for streaming services. I fully recommend this game.

Full Video Review: https://youtu.be/aoyKm1XArhw. I can't find the DLC. Quite frustrating. Bought it and it's nowhere to be
found.
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Game is awesome, fun and fast with just enough strategy that dice roles won't make or break you. Could use a little more variety
but I think that is coming. 9/10.. These two are a lot of fun to play as, but you can unlock them by just playing the game long
enough. Save your money.. EDIT: After doing a bit of digging in the Nvidia control panel, I got it working 100%. No more
performance issues at all. The devs were nice enough to respond very fast to my review and offer support.

The game itself, while a standard first person horror game, is very intense. It can go toe-to-toe with games like Amnesia and
Outlast. While there are a few kinks that need to be patched, it is a good game and worth its very reasonable pricepoint. If you
are a fan of the first person-"I think a little pee came out"-stealth genre, this is a must-buy.. Here's my quick review:

Great concept....buggy to play.
Love the idea of commanding my own ship....actually doing so (atm) is a big pain in the butt. For the oculus, it is nearly
impossible to steer, hard to aim the long tom, and forget trying to turn your view completely. You face in the direction where
you want to go.

Glitchy: Many times (sooo many times) I tried to ram the enemy ships....only to sail THROUGH them....yes, you heard
me.....through them. I watched in awe and horror as their deck passed through my own ship ...their crew floating across my ship
(and I swear they were taunting me while doing so ) and the entirety of their ship phased through and ended up behind me....only
to pummel me with cannon fire.

Laggy: Soo laggy...needs optmization. Screen flickered and twitched....stuttereing a lot also.

Multiplayer only: Devs, please add solo campaigns. I am concerned....there are NUMEROUS games out there where we can't
play multiplayer (or play AT ALL) due to no one else playing. (Thinking of LightStirke....Eternity Warriors...and a host of
others).

Sea Battle Vr is one of the most promising games I have tried in a while. It has bugs, bugs, bugs.....but it is has promise. Sea
Battle Vr is original in concept...it's not an "on the rails" shooter....it's not an "escape the room" puzzler. It's a very unique
experience. I am recommending it..NOT on its' current playability, but rather on its' potential.

Yes, this game has issues (sooo many), but it's an experience like no other. It needs work.....but I believe in this games potential..
It's sick!!
The guns/abilities are super fun.
The fights can be long when you're not facing bots(which is awesome).
We need to promote this game so they can get rid of the bots though!. This game is quite fun and has great potential! As a
person who loved Warlocks mode in Warcraft 3 im excited to see how far this game goes. It's still early access and doesn't have
enough content yet but im sure in the near future it will become great! Can't wait for the next update!. Wasn't worth it. I've
gotten more play out of other games for that price...
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